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On 3/3/85, with the reactor shutdown and defueled for a refueling outage, all
applicable loads were being transferred from 4160 volt essential bus 1A3 to

| essential bus 1A4 in anticipation of deenergizing 1A3 for breaker maintenance. The
"A" and "B" instrument AC distribution panels were being transferred from 1A3 to
1A4. The "A" and "B" instrument AC distribution panels were being transferred from
1A3 to 1A4 via Control Room ins'tructions to an Auxiliary. Operator. As a result,
the "A" Control Room Standby Filter Unit and a Group III isolation were auto-
initiated.

While resetting the isolations and alarms resulting from the "A" instrument
panel being deenergized, the preplanned sequence to deenergize 1A3 was continued,
Upon deenergizing 1A3, the "A" Standby Diesel Generator, which had not been lockedf

| out, began to auto-start on a perceived loss of offsite power to 1A3. The

| generator was quickly secured before it could start and assume a load.
'

As long-term corrective actions, review and revision of applicable procedures
and instructions to provide better Operator guidance is being initiated.
As the plant was shutdown and defueled, there was no ef fect on the health and;

| safety of the public,
l
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On 3/3/85, day 29 of an ongoing refuel outage with all fuel removed from the
reactor, all applicable loads from 4160 volt essential bus 1A3 (EB) were being
transferred to the other 4160 volt essential bus,1A4, in anticipation of
d: energizing 1A3 for breaker maintenance. Prior to this time, all necessary loads

had been transferred from 1A4 to 1A3, as 1A4 had been deenergized for inspection
and repair.

As part of the transfer operation, the "A" and "B" instrument AC distribution.
panels (ED) were to be transferred from Motor Control Center (MCC) 1B32, powered
off 1A3, to MCC 1B42, powered off 1A4, prior to stripping MCC 1832 from 1A3. The
Auxiliary Operator transferred the "B" panel to MCC 1B42 per procedure, but a
separate section of the procedure to transfer the "A" panel was not referenced. At
approximately 1300 hours the Control Room Operators deenergized the "A" instrment
AC panel. As a result, various downscale trips and loss of power alarms were
initiated; in addition, the "A" Control Room Standby Filter Unit (VI) and a Group
III isolation (JM) were auto-intiated on downscale radiation monitor trips. Per
procedure, the normal transfer of each instruent AC panel requires deenergizing
the instruent panel being transferred, with these same trips and alarms an
expected result. Upon receipt of the alarms the Operators immediately realized the
"A" instrument AC panel had not been transferred and began to implement appropriate
corrective actions. Short-term corrective actions were to dispatch Health Physics
personnel to the radiation monitors which had tripped downscale, complete the
transfer of the "A" instrument panel to 1842, and then reset the initiations and
alarms.

Approximately 5 minutes af ter deenergizing the "A" MCC 1832 and losing power
, to the instrment AC panel, while the isolations and alarms were being reset, the
preplanned sequence to deenergize 1A3 was continued by sequentially stripping the
other loads on the bus and manually opening the 1A3 supply breakers. Upon
d: energizing 1A3, the "A" Standby Diesel Generator (EK), which had not been locked
out, began to auto-start on a perceived loss of offsite power to 1A3. The Operator
quickly realized this and secured the diesel while it was still cranking and before
it could start and assume load.

Investigation of the first event revealed that the Operating Instruction for
transferring the instrument AC panels has separate sections for the "A" and "B"
panels which are procedurally correct. Transfer of both panels to deenergize an
essential bus is an unusual maintenance practice normally performed only during a
refuel outage. No cautions regarding what to expect are provided in the procedure
to the Operator when transferring either distribution panel. Had better guidance
been provided within the written procedures, the Operators might have realized that
the " A" panel had not been transferred prior to deenergizing 1A3. During the
second event, there was no procedural guidance that the diesel generator had to be
locked out.

As long-term corrective actions, efforts are being initiated to review and
revise applicable procedures and instructions to provide better guidance for the
Operators.

As the plant is in refuel with no fuel in the reactor, the short-tenn loss of
power to the "A" instracnt AC distribution panel and the auto-initiations of
engineering safety features had no effect on the health and safety of the public.
Although t'ere was no safety significance to these events, they are being reported
under 10 CFR 50.73(a)(2)(iv), which does not provide for exemptions to reporting
safety system actuations during periods when they are not required,
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) U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission .

Doctanent Control Desk'

L | Washington, D. C. 20555

i

Subject: . Duane Arnold Energy Center5

Docket ho. 50-331 -

- 0p. License DPR-49
.

Licensee Event Report No. 85-006 :

Gentlemen:

j In accordance with 10 CFR 50.73 please find attached a copy of the
subject Licensee Event Report. With the approval of the onsite NRC
representative, the subject report is being issued a day beyond the.

j thirty day limit.

Very truly yours,

%~~~'
,

4 Daniel L. Mineck
| Plant Superintendent - Nuclear-

' Duane Arnold Energy Center
.

'DLM/JRP/kp'
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j- cc: , Mr. James G. Keppler
Regional Administrator ~ a
Region III !

*

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
799 Roosevelt Road
Glen Ellyn, 'IL 60137

NRC Resident Inspector .DAEC- .-,

: File A-118a
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T0:' L. Liu' K. Howard
S. Tuthill Operations. Shift Supervisors-

.

DAEC Supervision - Routing SlipR. McGaughy
E. Root (SafetyCommittee) STA Coordinator
E. Matthews INP0
P.' Ward R. Salmon

1H. Rehrauer T. Dalton
D. Wilson R. Lessly

rz R. Hannen P. Seckman
K. Young DAEC Commitment Control
G..VanMiddlesworth

-FROM: D. Mineck
Plant Superintendent - Nuclear

. FILE: A-118a

9

Please find attached one copy of a Licensee Event Report
that has been transmitted to the NRC.

Unique Report No.

Reportable ' ccurrence Report No. 85-006 -O

Notification Letter No. DAEC-85-292.

DR Numbers 85-117 and 85-118
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